Trespassers Will Be Celebrated
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Political Walking in the 1920s and 1930s
1926 General Strike and its aftermath
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Political Walking in the 1920s and 1930s
Walking for decent conditions
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Political Walking in the 1920s and 1930s
Walking for Peace and Disarmament

Walking for Indian Independence – Salt March 1931
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Political Walking in the 1920s and 1930s
Walking for fascism . . .
. . . and against fascism
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Political Walking in the 1920s and 1930s
National Unemployed Workers Movement and the Hunger Marches
Wal Hannington and Eddie Frow (Manchester CP)
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Political Walking in the 1920s and 1930s
Trespassing on Kinder Scout
British Workers’ Sports Federation, Benny Rothman (Manchester CP)

. . . the trespass is a particularly good instance of class conflict in the recreational sphere . . .

Jones (1988) Sport, politics
and the working class
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Feeling you belong to a place in no way entails that it belongs to you. . . Ask not 'do you belong to this
landscape?' but 'does this landscape belong to you?’
Doreen Massey 2011 Landscape / Space / Politics
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Hinterland 1: Land & Common Ownership
. . . In the beginning of Time, the great Creator Reason, made the Earth to be a Common Treasury . . . but
not one word was spoken in the beginning, that one branch of mankind should rule over another. . . . . .

The Diggers 1649

And hereupon, The Earth was hedged in to In-closures by the teachers and rulers, and the others were
made Servants and Slaves: And that Earth . . . is bought and sold, and kept in the hands of a few,
whereby the great Creator is mightily dishonoured, as if he were a respector of persons, delighting in the
comfortable Livelihoods of some, and rejoycing in the miserable povertie and straits of others. From the
beginning it was not so. . .
Winstanley (1649)

Thomas Spence (1775) Parochial common ownership
Marx & Engels (1848) The theory of the Communists may be summed up in the single sentence: Abolition of private property
Alfred Russell Wallace (1881) Land Nationalisation Society
Rural Socialists Ruskin, Morris, Carpenter, Blatchford, ILP

Urban Socialists Marx, Engels, SDF, Beatrice & Sidney Webb, Fabians

Labour Party (1918) Common ownership of the means of production, distribution and exchange

CPGB (1924) Nationalisation of all land without compensation, the handing over of the small farms to the farmers and the operation of
the large farms by the state under the control of the workers.
Labour Party Manifesto (1931) . . . the land must be publicly owned and controlled
Egalitarianism

Communism

Collectivism

Solidarity

Mutuality

‘The Commons’

Hinterland 2: Land & Property
. . . Though the earth be common to all men, yet every man has a "property" in his own "person".
This nobody has any right to but himself. The "labour" of his body and the "work" of his hands are
properly his. Whatsoever he removes out of the state that Nature hath provided he hath mixed his
labour with it, and joined it to something that is his own, and thereby makes it his property . . .

. . . man had in himself the great foundation of property: that which . . . was perfectly his own,
and did not belong in common to others. . . The great and chief end, therefore, of men uniting into
commonwealths, and putting themselves under government, is the preservation of their property.
John Locke: (1689)
“Father of Liberalism”

Locke (1689) Second
Treatise of Government

Smith (1776) Malthus (1798) Ricardo (1815 / 1817) J S Mill (1848)
Henry George (1879) English Land Reform League (1883)
Alfred Marshall (1890) Neo-Classical Economics

Keynes (1936), Hayek (1944), Friedman (1962)

Private Property

Possessive individualism
“Manchester Liberalism”

Enclosure / exclusion
Rentier Landlordism
Keynesianism
Neoliberalism
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Hinterland 3: Direct Action
Direct Action aims to achieve our goals through our own activity rather than through the actions of others. It is about people
taking power for themselves. . . . Direct Action repudiates [the] acceptance of the existing order and suggests that we have both
the right and the power to change the world. It demonstrates this by doing it. Sparrow 1997
The essence of direct action is the insistence, when faced with structures of unjust authority, on acting as if one is already free.
Graeber 2009

The Diggers
The Luddites
Marxist / Communist revolutionary / insurrectionary politics
Countryside Access Trespasses Epping Forest (1871) Latrigg (1887) Winter Hill (1896)
Suffrage activism
Conscientious Objectors in WW1 e.g. Tom Stephenson
Industrial Syndicalism and Workers Control e.g. Tom Mann

Mellor (1920)

Tawney & Goodhart (1920)

General Strike 1926

Self-activity

Drama / risk

Prefiguration

‘Bottom up’

Autonomy

Extend control
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Hinterland 4a: Country & City Landscapes
England’s green and pleasant land?
1804: Blake’s Jerusalem and the vision of England as an essentially rural society

By 1851: Marked decline of agriculture; 50-50 urban-rural population balance. Moving towards an urban Jerusalem?
1851 – 1901: Great Agricultural Depression; a disintegration of the English rural social economy
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Hinterland 4b: Country & City Landscapes
Late-19th century: Rural Idylls
Rural landscapes and the construction of national / cultural identities
Rural Britain was subsidiary, and knew that it was subsidiary, from the late nineteenth century. . . . [But] there is an inverse
proportion, into the twentieth century, between the relative importance of the working rural economy and the cultural importance
of rural ideas. Raymond Williams (1973)
Countryside preservationism
Cultures of rambling
Ruralist visions of socialism: Ruskin, Morris, Carpenter, Blatchford, Crane – de-industrialisation?
Re-focuses urban – rural politics; regional landscapes and identities
1916 Hubert Parry set Blake’s Jerusalem to music

Rural Idylls and National Identity Northern and Southern Landscapes
Urban and Rural Socialism
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Hinterland 5a: Walking, Nature & Landscape
Solitary walking
and freedom;
the recovery of a
primordial, precivilisation state
of nature.
Repudiated Locke
& property
Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

‘Landscape
Romanticism’
A spiritual /
cultural affinity
with the landscape
There once were lanes in nature's freedom dropt,
There once were paths that every valley wound Inclosure came, and every path was stopt;
Each tyrant fix'd his sign where paths were found,
To hint a trespass now who cross'd the ground.

William Wordsworth

John Clare
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Hinterland 5b: Walking, Nature & Landscape
Urban working class leisure and countryside walking, late-19th century
Rambling = Respectability, Self-improvement, Rational Recreation and a Morally Earnest / Aspirational Ruralism
Superiority of being in the countryside over being in urban landscapes
Rambling Clubs and Federations
T.A. Leonard: Co-operative Holidays Association (1893) Holiday Fellowship (1910)
National Trust for Places of Historic Interest and Natural Beauty (1895)

Walking in the countryside was most definitely not:

Walking along the prom

Servile masses arising
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Hinterland 5c: Walking, Nature & Landscape
Pre-WW1 Socialists and Walking

Robert Blatchford / Nunquam
“Outdoor socialism” – cycling & rambling
Companionship and ‘play’ in recreation
Growing more socialists
Ruralist socialism

G H (Bert) B Ward

Sheffield Clarion Ramblers 1900
“A Rambler made is a Man improved”

Belonging

Identity

Affinity

Cultures of Walking

Freedom Romanticism Self-improvement Companionship

Solitude

Rambling is also a culture and a craft . . . an
intense love for one's own country, the innermost
and the most remote parts of it, the sweetest as
well as the wildest, a love for the wind and the
rain, the snow and the frost, the hill and the vale,
the widest open spaces and the choicest pastoral
and arboreal retreats. It is a love for valley and
moorside, their history and their lore, which cannot
be exhausted, a love which . . . compels a devotion
and adoration which is equal to some men's
religion.
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Hinterlands 4 & 5 Pre-WW1 Dark Peak: Landscape, Walking and Climbing
“A landscape of dissent”
“An upland economy of shooting”

. . . there grew up in the Peak an
independent tradition of hard walking
and hard climbing that owed little to
external influences. Byne & Sutton (1966)

Moorland Tramping
The appeal of walking in such difficult ground
conditions grew with the expansion of the
rambling and outdoor movement whose
frequently intense physical and emotional
relationship with the upland environment was
very different from the passive contemplation of
scenic views often associated with elite
consumption. Although contemplation was not
absent, this was more landscape as a ‘realm of
interaction’, less a ‘way of seeing’ than a way of
experiencing. . . Tebbutt (2006)

Trespassing

Gritstone Climbing
Thus there existed for fifty years [1895 –
1945] in Britain two separate mountain
traditions; that of the university men,
which produced all the literature . . .and
that of the northern working men who
lacked money to explore far afield, to
whom British hills were an end in
themselves.
Byne & Sutton 1966
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Hinterland 6: Accessing Countryside
Access
Sine Qua Non
The motto of the English nation is 'exclusion'. In this consists our happiness and our pride. If you come to a gentleman's park and
pleasure-ground, you see written up, 'Man-traps and steel-guns set here' – as if he had no pleasure in walking in them, except in the
idea of keeping other people out. . . Everything resolves itself into an idea of property, that is of something that our neighbours dare
not touch, and that we have not the heart to enjoy.
William Hazlitt (1822)
On Going a Journey

Seek / beg permission and negotiate an agreement with landowner
Preservationism e.g.
• Establish and maintain Rights of Way: Footpath Preservationism e.g. Peak District and Northern Counties Footpath
Preservation Society (1894) [PNFS]
• Identify and preserve Commons and Open Spaces e.g. Commons Preservation Society (1865) / Commons Open Spaces and
Footpath Preservation Society (1893) [OSS]
Legislation e.g.
James Bryce’s Access to Mountains Bills 1884 onwards

Municipalisation & urban land
Or

TRESPASS

Negotiation

Preservationism

Rights of Way

Commons

Legislation

Open Access

Land Reform

Trespass
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Political & Cultural Hinterlands

Walking, Nature & Landscapes
Belonging
Identity
Affinity
Cultures of Walking
Freedom
Solitude
Romanticism
Self-improvement Companionship
Solitude

Country & City Landscapes
Rural Idylls & National Identity
Northern & Southern Landscapes
Urban & Rural Socialism

Land & Common Ownership
Egalitarianism
Communism
Collectivism Solidarity
Mutuality
‘The Commons’

Direct Action
Self-activity
Drama / risk
Prefiguration
‘Bottom up’ Autonomy
Extend control

Accessing Countryside
Negotiation
Preservationism
Rights of Way, Commons, Open
Access, Land Reform
Trespass
Land & Private Property
Private Property
Enclosure / exclusion
Rentier Landlordism Possessive individualism
“Manchester Liberalism” Keynesianism
Neoliberalism
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Mass Trespass 1932
Political Context
early - 1930s

British Workers’
Sports Federation
Hiking & Class Struggle

Walking & Access

Accessing
the countryside:
in the inter-war
years:
cultural
divergences
Cultures
and
Politics

Reactions
What Next?
Key issue

Narratives
Myths
Resonances
Challenges
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Mass Trespass 1932 1: Accessing the countryside 1920s and early 1930s – cultural divergences
Rapid inter-war growth of rambling and ‘hiking’ as a mass, cross-class leisure-time activity, especially among young people, across
northern and southern landscapes
Revival of pre-WW1 access / outdoor network: Ramblers’ Federations in 1920s & RA in 1934; PNFS, COSFPS, NT, CHA, HF
etc. Labour Party takes over the annual Bryce Access to Mountains Bill – e.g. Ellen Wilkinson in 1931.

New initiatives:

+ YHA (1930) Woodcraft Folk (1925); Kibbo Kift (1920)
+ CPRE (1926) Major player; leading / integrating role in the wider politics of rural preservationism
+ Ramblers’ grass roots campaigning: e.g. Winnats Pass Rallies
+ British Workers’ Sports Federation

The main distinction between the leaders of the rambling movement and hikers was that the former aspired to be ‘informed’ citizens,
with a knowledge of local history and natural sciences, and continued to regard walking as an activity that contributed to the
improvement of the individual . . . . [m]ost hikers regarded walking as an energetic, companionable, leisure activity; not a solemn duty.
Thompson (2018). The Fashioning of a New World

. . .[the] superficial person who takes up rambling because it enables him or her to indulge in a childish taste for fancy dress or who
looks on the countryside as merely a place for skylarking. When they have put away childish things we shall be pleased to see
them…helping with the serious side of rambling on the Federation Council. Edwin Royce, Chair Manchester Ramblers’ Federation 1931

Why should [young hikers] be burdened with constitutions and subscriptions when all that was necessary was to sling your rucsac on
your back on Saturday and, with the boys and girls who were your comrades, make tracks for the countryside?
Leslie Paul (founder of Woodcraft Folk)
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Mass Trespass 1932 2: Political Context, early-1930s
The retreat of the Liberal Party – though not of ‘Liberalism’

Socialism – Labour Party [LP] and Communist Party of Great Britain [CPGB], ILP
1926 The General Strike and ongoing industrial and social unrest
1929 ‘Flapper Election’, Labour-led government, N.Y. Stock Market crash
1930s Great Depression: extensive social & political turmoil
1931 Labour Party split
1931 General Election – Ramsay MacDonald and the National Government ’31 – ‘34
1928 – 1934: CPGB and ‘Class Against Class’ [CAC] line: “the more the Labour Government exposes itself as the weapon of the
capitalists, the more it relies on the "left" phrasemongers to delude the workers and hold them back from action”
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Mass Trespass 1932 3: British Workers’ Sports Federation & YCL / CPGB
BWSF: founded in 1923 by Clarion Cycling Club, Labour Party and TUC
Young Communist League [YCL] : CAC approach to sport: physical culture, gymnastics, games and sport are a means of proletarian class
struggle. . . accessible to all proletarian elements which recognise the class war
BWSF’s 1928 AGM: YCL members gained a majority on the BWSF National Executive Committee and proceeded to re-write the
constitutional objectives of the BWSF: to support sportsmen and sportswomen in an unrelenting struggle against the existing capitalist
domination of sport, and the introduction of a socialistic content into sport and physical recreation
By 1931, the YCL’s unemployed Benny Rothman, a keen cyclist and rambler (and trespasser) was secretary of the Lancashire branch of the
BWSF. In 1932 Benny and his comrades sought “to introduce a socialistic content” to the ‘sport’ of rambling:
“come with us for the best day out that you have ever had”
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Sunday 24 April 1932 - come with us for the best day out that you have ever had
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Sunday 24 April 1932 - come with us for the best day out that you have ever had

. . . . So the trespassers sang on their way up and down Kinder Scout
The Red Flag & The Internationale – of course – and a song they made up specially for the occasion,
sung to the tune of The Road to the Isles . . .
We are young workers who in search of healthy sport
Leave Manchester each weekend for a hike.
Though the moorlands in Derbyshire are closed to us,
We ramble anywhere we [ruddy] like.
For by Kinder and by Bleaklow and all through the Goyt we'll go,
We'll ramble over mountain, moor and fen.
And we'll fight against the trespass laws for every rambler's rights
And trespass over Kinder Scout again.
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Mass Trespass 1932 4a: Reactions
Mob Law on the Moors . . .

Setting back the cause of access twenty years . . .

Hooligan element . . .

A 1932 reprise of “Locke -v- Diggers”
The chief end of government is . . . the preservation of property (John Locke) The Earth is a Common Treasury
The whole apparatus of the state was now brought to bear to intimidate the ramblers.

(Winstanley / Diggers)
(Benny Rothman)

From heavy police presence in Hayfield, through arrests, charges relating to riotous assembly and grievous bodily harm, trials with a ‘jury
of one’s peers’, classic defence statements to imprisonment.
Ask not 'do you belong to this landscape?' but 'does this landscape belong to you?’

(Doreen Massey)

I am afraid I care for Kinder so much that I am perhaps taking a rather selfish view but, frankly, I would rather stay away from the hills
myself and leave them to the tender mercies of the shooter and the keeper, than see the delicate beauty of these cloughs vulgarised by
picnic parties, as for instance the Conksbury Bridge end of Lathkill, or the Thorpe end of the Dove are today.
Phil Barnes. Well-known Kinder Scout Trespasser and Access Campaigner
Leading member of the Sheffield and Peak District Branch of the CPRE
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Mass Trespass 1932 4b: What Next?
Abbey Brook Trespass 18 September 1932
BWSF: Halting BUF on the streets of Cheetham Hill, unionising Manchester workers, fighting Fascism in Spain, Popular Front . . .
Respectable ramblers re-assert themselves: Codes of Courtesy in the countryside, volunteer warden schemes
Ramblers’ Association (1934), Labour MPs, Tom Stephenson and Access to Mountains Bills
Creech-Jones Access to Mountains Bill / Act debacle, 1938 / 1940
Stephenson – Rothman – Morton debate in 1979 / 1980: conflicting memories / accounts of the Mass Trespass and its underlying politics
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Mass Trespass 1932 4c: Key Issue – What is the countryside for?

Rural England: The inter-war “Locust Years” Continuing decline and inefficiency of agriculture; suburbanisation; cars and
rural tourism; day trippers & recreational facilities; incomers and commuting; land as a financial asset for housing and other
development

Rural Preservationism: CPRE – Planning; Green Belts; Opposition to suburbs; National Parks; Britain and the Beast (1937)
Urban and Rural socialism
Very definitely, the majority of people in this island have no use for the countryside. . . . Those who do value the countryside as a free
playground consider its use for this purpose to be far more important than for farming. . . . Indeed, I doubt whether there are a thousand
people in England today, either country folk or townsfolk, who value the countryside for its own sake. Generally speaking, the former
value it as a business premise, and the latter as a free playground . . .
To my mind, land nationalisation is the only course to take in order to slow up the present encroachment and shabbying of rural England .
. . Nothing can stop the destruction of our countryside by town influences, and it can only be slowed down by land nationalisation, which
would result in every townsman and every countryman having a business interest in its well-being. Only when a little of their treasure is
in the countryside will they grant it a little of their heart also.
A G Street (1937) in
Britain and the Beast
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Mass Trespass 1932 5a: Narratives, Myths, Resonances
The mass trespass gained the cause of free access to mountains more sympathetic publicity in one day than the Ramblers’ Federations
had won for it in the previous thirty years. . . . Many more battles were necessary, but it was "The Battle for Kinder Scout" that lifted the
movement from the level of private members’ lobbying to that of mass politics.
Dave Cook (1977)
Marxism Today

For all its mythology, the history of the Kinder Mass Trespass has been laid out before; facts, once contentious, are now more or less
agreed. What the trespass meant – and means – is another matter.
Ed Douglas (2018) Kinder Scout:
The People’s Mountain

The choreography of the Mass Trespass
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Imagination and the Narrative Arc
Mythic dimensions
The Personal and the Political
Direct Action – drama and risk
Class Struggle & ‘the best day out you have ever had’
Modernism: re-configuring the access and outdoor movements for the 20th century
Locating the politics of access, rambling and climbing within a more diverse and contested
political environment of land, landscapes and belonging – urban and rural
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Mass Trespass 1932 5b: Narratives, Myths, Resonances

And crucially . . . . this is also about walking and belonging in urban landscapes

Seen four weeks ago blocking the Thames Path in the shadow of Canary Wharf’s “temples of neoliberalism”
https://kindertrespasspolitics.uk/
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Mass Trespass 1932 5c: Challenges & provocations
Feeling you belong to a place in no way entails that it belongs to you. . . Ask not 'do you belong to this
landscape?' but 'does this landscape belong to you?’
Doreen Massey 2011 Landscape / Space / Politics

Common ownership of land

De-throning capitalism
Walking, Nature and Identity
What is the countryside for? Balancing the rural and the urban
Building common cause
Direct action
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